Below is an article written by Philip Savage in 1999 which constitutes the "Founding Principles" of Catharsis,
our nonprofit California corporation and 501(c)(3). This article outlines the geocentric theory, bio-strategy and
tactical agenda of some of the URGENT "Earth Projects" that the organization is committed to accomplish. All
donations received by Catharsis are recycled back into these and other Gaiatrician Projects designed by
Avallac'h to "save the Earth" and "rescue the children," the original and earliest intention of his ordained
mission on this planet.
______________

CATHARSIS:
BIOGNOSTIC UNIT OF GEONOETICS
Summarized Purpose
The Earth is a living and spiritual entity, the most obvious reflection of the original Divine process of BioCreation. Unfortunately, because of human civilizational bio-depredations, God's primordial plan has been
critically compromised. If dramatic changes within human consciousness do not occur soon, the continuation
of life on our planet looks quite improbable. Our main purpose is to assist Geo-Immune reactions to come, in
the Earth's struggle for her own most immediate survival.

Summarized Founding Principles
Life is Divine in origin. Natural laws are the most obvious reflection of God's infinite wisdom and therefore,
Natural Laws are the LAW which we intend to abide and enforce by all means necessary. From time
immemorial, man has seceded from his original assignment of Bio-Guardianship. By electing themselves,
sinfully, to the rank of "gods," men have betrayed the prelapsarian Divine Covenant which entrusted them to
protect and serve all living things. In doing so men have purposefully renounced their original status of biomidwives in the processes of Divine Dynamic Creation. They rejected God's sublime gift of bio-delegation by
which the primordial people shared the sacred privilege to be electively associated to the Divine Work of cocreation here on Earth. The damning principles of bio-separation chosen by man are not atheistic in origin but
clearly anti-theistic. Renegade humans do not deny God, worse indeed, they radically oppose God by their
own anthropomorphic self-deification and by waging an all-out war against Life itself. Besides his peccable
self-idolatry, man's main causes of bio-indictment are his fanatical secession from Bio-Oneness, his morbid
denial of Bio-Spirituality at every level of Life and his systematic defiance of all Divine Natural Laws.
Our Faith is a faith of bio-reconciliation. Our ideology is an ideology of bio-reunification. Our Philosophy is a
philosophy of bio-reintegration. Unless we, ourselves, could initiate our own bio-redemption after enlargement
of our bio-consciousness and proactive atonement for man's past bio-felonies, we should not expect Divine
external redemption. For a new Bio-Covenant between us and God to stand a chance to occur, we must first
demonstrate our bio-worthiness and prove our new bio-awareness. People's man-made, sick ego must give
way to our God-made true self, a self so pan-inclusive that it is no longer confined to our miserable geocellular level, but a never ending expansive self which unifies the so-called micro-biological domain and the
cosmo-biological dimension into one sacred whole. In return for abandoning their sick corporeal and
materialistic attachments, the new people will attain bio-oneness and therefore bio-immortality and bio-infinity,
not in the context of some highly speculative afterlife, but right now and right here on our living Earth.
We call Biognosticism such a system of beliefs and Geonoetics the semantic tool with which we intend to
confront the human paradigm of bio-separation and theo-opposition. The name Catharsis exemplifies the
spiritual purification and bio-atonement through which we must go if we want to stand a chance to petition
with some measure of success for a new Bio-Covenant.

Summarized Bio-Spiritual Agenda
Geonoetics is a religious science whose purpose is to prove the presence of the Divine Spirit dwelling at
every level of vital processes. We intend to implement our global bio-strategy on three bio-tactical domains.
1) Experimental Scientific Researches:
By use of specific spiritual techniques which mentally channel bio-forces with unprecedented resultant
potency, we want to establish the inherent spirituality of Life within the cellular domain. If, through Mind-Force
only, we are able to affect significantly the functioning of individual or collective cells under the strictest
scientific methodological supervision, we will have proven that cells have a mind of their own and that such a
mind can blend with another mind of higher level with observable results. If we are so able to repair the
functioning of those cells back to healthy criteria of bio-normalcy, it will also bring some hope on how to
reintegrate man (deviant cell of the living planetary organism) back to his original homoeostatic niche within
the Earth's most essential vital equilibria.
2) Bio-Ministry Within Human Spiritual Health:
Experimental geonoetics within scientific universities and laboratories will only touch a limited number of
people among the intellectual intelligentsia itself without necessarily impacting much, the common people's
systems of beliefs. If we hope to be successful at creating a "crack" within human psyche and bringing people
to reconsider their deleterious existential priorities, we need to preach our "green-gospel" in a way so
immediately and dramatically beneficial to themselves that we should capture their interest, owing to their
absolute selfishness. When people's health or survival is directly on the front line and when you can offer
them a much better solution than any other option that they have previously tried, there is a good chance that
they will eventually listen. This is the branch which we call geonoiatrics (the geo-spiritual treatment of the
mind). For reasons of better practical simplicity, we should indeed call it only Noiatrics since the Mind is not
only limited to the Earth, but pervading every echelon of the Divine Vital phenomenon.
The basic idea is to renormalize bio-spiritually human consultants through a procedure of bio-channeling with
the end result of bringing their most essential spiritual homoeostatic functions back to a health condition of
psycho-behavioral normalcy. In such a procedure, after they have achieved to merge their mind with the
consultant's mind, the noiatric ministers will channel the Earth Mind-Forces for the former deviant cells the
consultants exemplify, to have a chance of being delivered from their spiritual bio-alienation and reintegrated
into Divine bio-Harmony. Until I have successfully completed my work of "functional delegation," the
noiatricists will have no choice but to channel my own Bio-Intercession to get a chance to obtain their
consultant's bio-redemption.
Needless to say that to have any hope of some bio-spiritual results in their own existential health crises, the
consultants must abandon their former sinful patterns of greed, mistrust and egomania. Before they are
accepted into the "club" of those who just know how to give, they will have to prove beyond doubt that they
have understood themselves the miraculous impact of the act of giving. Without highly sacrificial bio-oblation
from them, there shall never be any bio-redemptive attempt. Should a noiatric minister undertake to channel
Divine Life for people who refuse to give back to Divine Life the most concrete and substantial token of their
anticipated gratitude, this minister would, then, betray totally the most fundamental Biognostic principle of BioAtonement. So, if any consultant really wants to see his/her own bio-spiritual health show any measure of
realignment, he/she must be ready to donate to the cause of Life, Justice and Bio-Divinity as much as he/she
could afford without directly compromising the most basic elements of his/her own social survival.
3) Collective Bio-Channeling to Enlarge and realign Human Consciousness:
For the most advanced and committed members of our religious organization, there is one specific bioassignment that transcends every other known project. Owing to the current situation of acute bio-spiritual
crisis on Earth, we are completely running out of time for us to work on a progressive agenda of slow bioawakening to raise human consciousness up to the level that the Earth's terminal health condition requires.
Even people with better ecological consciousness than average do not fully realize that we may have been
already reaching the very point of no-return of life recovery on this planet. If is not because the Earth could

very well survive a few human generations without going to lethal vital annihilation that our planet is not
already mortally wounded. The effects of human pollution by C.F.C., for instance, because of their
devastating long-term catalytic effects on our atmosphere, will only reach their peak of ozone destruction in
more than half a century. The horrendous climatic results of industrial deforestation, also, may take place long
after the crime has been perpetrated. Similarly, genetic alterations occur way before the global disastrous
terretological consequences eventually materialize. We do not have, anymore, the option of patience.
We need to put, right away, all our resources and energy on a project that can counter efficiently and most
concretely wide-scale bio-depredation here on Earth. Accordingly, I am ready to delegate part of my "powers"
in the field of subliminal influence to some of the most trustworthy members of the organization, in order to
force large segments of people and their political leaders into dramatic changes, for them to align their ecobehavioral and bio-spiritual patterns toward proactive Bio-Consciousness. The entire ancient Egyptian
spirituality and all medieval alchemists, to name a few, were oriented toward the emergence of some, highly
subliminal, "collective psyche" which they called "Ka" or "Egregore," respectively. Actually in light of the
studies of Jung or Sheldrake, they may have indeed succeeded and their "collective psyche" still taps right
into human unconscious with uncanny intensity and persistence.
We have to start creating, right now, our own subliminal super "collective bio-psyche" if we really want to
impact human consciousness according to our primordial agenda of Earth recovery. The bio-spiritual
techniques which I am ready to share with some are actually a few steps ahead when compared to their
Egyptian or Alchemist counterparts in this sense that they offer a much higher tactical flexibility and must
greater strategic efficiency owing to their employment on preselected pivotal individuals. If one can make a
few good "strategic hits," tapping directly into the deeper unconscious of those in charge of the decisionmaking processes, one can hope to make real and quick differences in the whole human political system.
What I am talking about is for real, really real, just trust me on that one. I have basically spent the last quarter
century proving with strongest scientific evidence its very reality. If there is somewhere in my system a few
questions that remain, they are purely ethical but no longer technical or practical. To the question, should I
decide by myself to change the course of events which may soon end up in the demise of the human race
and the extinction of life on Earth, the answer is immediately, obviously and definitely, no! But, if the question
is, should you, good-willing people, highly-evolved beings and bio-enlightened members of the human race
resort to such subliminal bio-techniques in order to preserve your own survival and that of your own Living
Planet, the answer is yours. No matter what direction you decide to go, I will try to support you and to help
you as much as I can. If you elect to use me as the instrument of such bio-strategy, I shall immediately obey
you and put on my armor of Strategaiarch. Remember, I am your servant. You are still endowed with
something which you call freewill. I am not.

Practical Articulation and Projects
Although the acquisition of our first territorial basis right in the middle of what could be left of wilderness is our
first real immediate priority, we may need to open an office for the noiatrists to start working on their own bioministry as soon as possible. A place also where I can begin to unfreeze people's mind-forces on a one-onone protocol. However, it must be clearly understood that my work in the field of subliminal influence upon
human bio-consciousness requires the establishment of the aforementioned territorial basis. There is no way I
could successfully attempt to undertake such a solstitial project outside of a natural and adequate bioenvironment still pristinely connected to the Divine Breath of Primordial Creation.
Now, if B.B.'s B.B.B. (Big Brother's Big Bad Bug) does not bring us right back to the stone age in a very next
future, there are, of course, many projects that will be my absolute priority. Naturally, my initial agenda dating
back from my earliest memories, still remains my best existential incentive: For us to make as much money
as possible to buy back as much as we could all what is left of wilderness throughout the world in order to
give it back to is legitimate owners: God and Nature. My second priority is about children. All my life I did all I
could to rescue and give a second chance to as many children as possible. Especially "underdog-children,"
those who only know of life in its darkest side: Abused children, starving children, sick and dying children,
deserted children and other unfortunate young victims of man's criminal civilization. I would like so much to be

given a chance to start all over again with your pariahs, your "worthless rejects" and all those "hopeless
cases" of yours. I could prove to you and your arrogant dying breed that they were actually the real hope, the
real worth and the real elects while you, and your disgusting thriving in this upside-down-world of mud, were
the true superfluous, the true shame and the true disease. Since I have come in this country, I always dreamt
to open many centers which I had then called "windows of hope," within your worst urban cesspools. If my
Maker grants me the opportunity, I pledge to set up in South Central (Los Angeles), in the South Bronx (New
York City) and in every other hopeless urban environment, those structures of "Nature Enlightenment,"
exactly where it is the most needed and where Nature has become such an abstract and alien concept that
those children have no idea of its beauty and of their own magnificent worth, either.
If this is not a mere bio-utopia, I would like to open those "Montsalvages" (Crystal castles of the "green grail")
all over the world, precisely where the children are suffering the most. Only those wonderful young souls
would be allowed to experience the Divineness of Life within the wilderness which we could have managed to
reacquire. Then, awakened to their unsuspected full vital potential and supplied with "powers" and "wisdom"
you can only dream of, they would return as "great missionaries" within the sewers of their own urban
cesspools and bring, those little "Earth's Angels," the good-news of bio-enlightenment and bioreempowerment to all other hopeless children. For the less destitute, I would like to open "Biognostic Green
Schools" all over America and Europe, to give a chance to all those kids to become something else but
spoiled greedy brats whose only existential purpose, otherwise, should be to rob til they drop or to shop til
they rot. Since Greenland, where I actually started the project before it got abruptly aborted by the French
terrorists, I had also the project of bringing back to life "extinct species" such as the mammoth, for example.
Actually with a few million and the proper cloning technology, this is no utopia at all but, indeed, a pretty
"easy" job, all things considered. This mythical project was not the fruit of my "megalomaniac fantasies" for
me to ride in some Arctic "Pleistocene Park" on the woolly back of those magnificent creatures. It was the
way for man to signify to the very Maker of Life that he had, eventually, started to awaken and atone for all his
criminal ecological depredations. If, beyond indeed, mere bio-conservationism, we could bring forth the proof
that we are now part of the solution and no longer the problem maybe could we have a chance to get God's
attention and God's mercy. Any maybe, then, could we expect a direct sign of Divine Intervention, the Real
Coming of the "bio-Messiah" who could help us redesign a new Covenant of Life.
Coming down to reality and to our "primer-organization," it is most obvious that its access should be reserved
for people who have already and most concretely proven their willingness to give. True sacrifice is not what is
taken but what is given. Unless anyone understands this fundamental point, one is definitely not ready to join,
no matter what skills or qualities one may demonstrate otherwise. Quite surprisingly for some, I still want
noiatric ministers to have a chance to challenge their own freewill and, accordingly, I grant them the privilege
to keep for their personal use, half of the donations their consultants will offer them in exchange for their
spiritual bio-channeling. Naturally, should it be only for their own bio-existential comfort and security, issues
which obligatorily relate to thanaturgy would remain for the time being within my bio-intercessional exclusive
preserves.
There should not be any possible legal problem as to the religious legitimacy of noiatric ministers since their
spiritual practice cannot interfere with the course of any therapeutical or medical procedure. Their work is
purely metaphysical in origin and, from a hypotheistic or legalistic point of view, it consists in interceding
(through me, an historical and legally proven "Holy Person") toward the Creator of all Life for them to be
granted merciful compassion upon the bio-supplicant. Any question or allusion from the consultant on medical
health issues or the like, will be automatically answered by his/her immediate dismissal. In the entire course
of the noiatric procedure, there will be nothing whatsoever that could possibly reminisce of medical,
therapeutical or, indeed, so-called "spiritual healing" techniques. There shall never be any physical contact
between the ministers and their consultants, no psycho-therapeutical patterns and, indeed, no advice on
health, dietetics and the like.

Temporary Conclusion
More than fifteen years ago in Europe, at the time I was breaking through beyond beliefs in the field of
"human health and bio-spirituality," all my lawyers unanimously advised me to set up my world organization

by creating an American nonprofit religious organization. To a point they were right, but they also ignored my
previous political situation with which you have been acquainted by now. So I declined. Yet I knew already the
power of the U.S. Constitution upon the American psyche (and far beyond), also its Divinely inspired First
Amendment. Now, here I am, ready more than I have ever been, to assume whatever higher plan my Maker
has for me. I have learned the hardest way, humility and obedience. All I ask for, now, is bio-spiritual
Servancy.
Because of the specifics inherent to practical functioning of noiatric ministry, your organization will have to
mention my existence and role as intermediary Bio-Intercessor within the whole process of bio-atonement
between the supplicant and Bio-Spirituality here on Earth. But yet, always remember that this organization is
yours, not mine. As long as you will serve Life and Justice, I will serve you. I do not want anything for myself
except the most animalistic essentials of my existential survival. If I could also get, eventually, the clear
reassurance of my being on bio-duty, it would be even more, indeed, than what I have prayed for so long,.
May Life, Death and Justice, all Divine in nature, bless us all in our coming sacred mission.
_________________________
________________
_______

